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Abstrat

The paper desribes the task of performing eÆient deision-theoreti trou-

bleshooting of eletro-mehanial devies. In general, this task is NP-omplete,

but under fairly strit assumptions, a greedy approah will yield an optimal se-

quene of ations, as disussed in the paper. This set of assumptions is weaker

than the set proposed by Hekerman et al. (1995). However, the printing system

domain, whih motivated the researh and whih is desribed in detail in the paper,

does not meet the requirements for the greedy approah, and a heuristi method

is used. The method takes value of identi�ation of the fault into aount and it

also performs a partial two-step look-ahead analysis. We ompare the results of the

heuristi method with optimal sequenes of ations, and �nds only minor di�erenes

between the two.

Keywords: Troubleshooting, deision theory, Bayesian network

1 Introdution

SACSO (Systems for Automated Customer Support Operations) is a ollaboration be-

tween the Researh Unit of Deision Support Systems at Aalborg University and Cus-

tomer Support R&D, Hewlett-Pakard Company. A result of SACSO is a deision-

theoreti system for troubleshooting printing systems. A printing system onsists of

several omponents: the appliation from whih the printing ommand is sent, the

printer driver, the network onnetion, the server ontrolling the printer, the printer

itself, et. It is a omplex task to troubleshoot suh a system, and the printer indus-

try spends millions of dollars a year on ustomer support. Therefore, automating the

troubleshooting proess is highly bene�ial for ustomer as well as supplier.

Traditionally, omputer-aided diagnoses or troubleshooting onsists in using evidene

to narrow down the set of possible auses for observed symptoms and to order them with
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respet to likelihood (de Kleer & Williams 1987). In deision-theoreti troubleshooting

osts and likelihoods are balaned in order to �nd the next ation.

Deision-theoreti troubleshooting was studied by Kalagnanam & Henrion (1990),

and it was extended to the ontext of Bayesian networks by Hekerman et al. (1995).

They provide a framework for suggesting sequenes of questions, repair ations, and

on�guration hanges to obtain further information. By alulating a loal eÆieny

of the possible repair ations and ontinuously hoosing the one of highest eÆieny,

a repair sequene is established. Assuming only a single fault, perfet repair ations,

independent ations, and independent osts, the method �nds the optimal sequene of

ations. With respet to questions, Hekerman et al. (1995) suggest a myopi one-step

lookahead.

Troubleshooting is addressed in a similar way by Srinivas (1995). In partiular,

he addresses the problem of multiple faults, and under the assumption of independent

faults, he provides an e�etive way of determining an optimal repair sequene.

When troubleshooting printing systems, it is more natural to assume single fault

than to assume independent faults. We exploit the single fault assumption heavily in

knowledge aquisition as well as in inferene: na��ve Bayes models suÆe, and probability

updating is very fast, allowing for methods requiring a large set of updates.

However, the repair ations for printing systems are imperfet, dependent, and a

myopi analysis of questions is insuÆient for unovering the value of asking a question

later in the session. Therefore, we have modi�ed the approah of Hekerman et al.

(1995), taking advantage of the opportunity to perform many probability updates. The

SACSO algorithms for seletion of troubleshooting steps have been further desribed by

Skaanning et al. (2000).

To allow domain experts to eÆiently implement their models in pratie, the SACSO

projet has also resulted in a knowledge aquisition tool desribed by Skaanning (2000).

The tool, alled BATS Author, allows domain expert with no knowledge of Bayesian

networks to onstrut troubleshooting models, and thereby eliminates the traditional

knowledge aquisition bottlenek for Bayesian networks.

2 The deision-theoreti troubleshooting task

A fault ausing a (man-made) devie to malfuntion is identi�ed and eliminated through

a sequene of troubleshooting steps. Some steps are repair steps whih may or may not

�x the problem, some steps are observation steps whih annot �x the problem, but

may give indiations of the auses of the problem, and some steps have repair aspets

as well as observation aspets. All steps have a ost in terms of money, time, et.

or ombinations thereof. The task is to �nd the heapest strategy for sequening the

troubleshooting steps. In this paper we deal with pure repair steps and pure observation

steps only, and we shall all them ations and questions, respetively.

A troubleshooting problem an be represented and solved through a deision tree.

However, as deision trees have a risk of beoming intratably large, we look for ways of

pruning the deision tree. Also, a troubleshooting strategy may by itself be intratably
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large, and we look for ways of stepwise expanding the strategy through loal alulations

based on the atual past.

2.1 Ation sequenes

In this setion we onsider a set of steps onsisting of ations only. An ation, A

i

, has

two possible outomes, namely \A

i

= yes" (the problem was �xed) and \A

i

= no" (the

ation failed to �x the problem). Eah ation, A

i

, has a ost C

A

i

(") whih may depend

on evidene ". We shall sometimes use C

i

(") (or C

i

) as shorthand for C

A

i

("). As there

are no questions, a troubleshooting strategy is a sequene of ations s = hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i

presribing the proess of repeatedly performing the next ation until an ation �xes

the problem or the last ation has been performed.

When solving a troubleshooting problem we have some initial evidene " and in the

ourse of exeuting ations in the troubleshooting sequene s = hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i we ollet

further evidene, namely that the previous ations have failed. We let "

i

denote the

evidene that the �rst i ations have failed, and we shall refer to a set of failed ations

as simple evidene. In the following we shall not mention the initial evidene expliitly.

De�nition 1 The expeted ost of repair, ECR, of a troubleshooting sequene s =

hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i with osts C

i

is the mean of the osts until an ation sueeds or all

ations have been performed:

ECR(s) �

X

i

ECR

i

(s);

where

ECR

i

(s) = C

i

("

i�1

)P ("

i�1

): 2

Note that the term \expeted ost of repair" may be misleading as we allow a

situation where all ations have been performed without having �xed the problem. If

this happens, it will happen with the same probability no matter the sequene, and

therefore we need not estimate a ost for it. We may also extend the set of ations with

a all servie ation, CS. We shall return to this in Setion 2.3.

Now, onsider two neighboring ations A

i

and A

i+1

in s, and let s

0

be obtained from

s by swapping the two ations. The ontribution to ECR(s) from the two ations is

C

i

("

i�1

)P ("

i�1

) + C

i+1

("

i

)P (A

i

= no; "

i�1

); (1)

and the ontribution to ECR(s

0

) from the two ations is

C

i+1

("

i�1

)P ("

i�1

) + C

i

("

i�1

; A

i+1

= no)P (A

i+1

= no; "

i�1

): (2)

As the di�erene between (2) and (1) equals ECR(s

0

)� ECR(s), we get

ECR(s

0

)� ECR(s) =

P ("

i�1

) �

�

C

i+1

("

i�1

)� C

i

("

i�1

) + C

i

("

i�1

; A

i+1

= no)P (A

i+1

= no j"

i�1

)�

C

i+1

("

i

)P (A

i

= no j"

i�1

)

�

:
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If s is an optimal troubleshooting sequene, we must have ECR(s) � ECR(s

0

), and

therefore

C

i

("

i�1

) + C

i+1

("

i

)P (A

i

= no j"

i�1

) �

C

i+1

("

i�1

) +C

i

("

i�1

; A

i+1

= no)P (A

i+1

= no j"

i�1

): (3)

If it holds that the osts are independent of the ations taken, (3) an be rewritten as

P (A

i

= yes j"

i�1

)

C

i

�

P (A

i+1

= yes j"

i�1

)

C

i+1

: (4)

De�nition 2 Let A be a repair ation and let " be the evidene ompiled so far. The

eÆieny of A is de�ned as

ef(A j") =

P (A = yes j")

C

A

(")

: 2

Proposition 1 Let s be an optimal sequene of ations for whih the osts are inde-

pendent of the ations taken. Then it must hold that ef (A

i

j"

i�1

) � ef (A

i+1

j"

i�1

).

In general, (3) an be used for pruning the deision tree, but Proposition 1 makes

it even simpler. Assume that ation B

i

has been hosen at a branh where the options

were B

1

; : : : ; B

m

with urrent eÆienies ef(B

1

j"); : : : ; ef(B

m

j"). Now, if B

i

fails, only

B

j

's for whih ef(B

i

j") � ef(B

j

j") may be hosen, but after failure of B

j

any ation

may be hosen.

2.2 The greedy approah

It would be muh easier to solve the troubleshooting problem if we ould base the

sequening on a greedy approah: hoose always an ation with highest eÆieny. How-

ever, Proposition 1 does not guarantee that this approah will yield an optimal trou-

bleshooting sequene.

In Figure 1 there are 4 possible auses, C

1

, C

2

, C

3

, and C

4

, for a devie malfun-

tioning, and we assume that exatly one of the auses is present, and that the prior

probabilities are 0:2, 0:25, 0:40, and 0:15, respetively. Assume that all ations have

ost 1. Then ation A

2

has the highest eÆieny, and if A

2

fails, then A

1

has higher

eÆieny than A

3

. The sequene hA

2

; A

1

; A

3

i has ECR = 1:50. However, the sequene

hA

3

; A

1

i has ECR = 1:45.

To analyze why the dereasing eÆieny approah does not guarantee an optimal

sequene, let hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i be a sequene ordered by dereasing eÆieny. If the sequene

is not optimal, there must be two ations A

i

and A

j

, i < j, whih, in the optimal

sequene, are taken in di�erent order. At the time where A

i

is hosen, we have

P (A

i

= yes j")

C

i

>

P (A

j

= yes j")

C

j

:
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C

1

C

2

C

3

C

4

A

1

A

2

A

3

0:20

0:25

0:40

0:15

Figure 1: An example of dependent ations. Eah of C

1

; : : : ; C

4

is a possible ause of a

partiular fault of a devie, and eah of the ations, A

1

; : : : ; A

3

, will eliminate the fault

assoiated with their parent auses.

In the optimal sequene, where A

j

is hosen before A

i

, we have

P (A

i

= yes j"

0

)

C

i

<

P (A

j

= yes j"

0

)

C

j

;

where " and "

0

are simple evidene (not involving A

i

and A

j

). We an infer that an

ation sequene hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i is optimal if for all i < j it holds that

ef(A

j

j") � ef(A

i

j");

where " is simple evidene (not involving A

i

and A

j

).

Proposition 2 Consider the following assumptions.

� The devie has n di�erent faults F

1

; : : : ; F

n

and n di�erent repair ationsA

1

; : : : ; A

n

.

� Exatly one of the faults is present.

� Eah ation has a spei� probability of repair, p

i

= P (A

i

= yes jF

i

), and P (A

i

=

yes jF

j

) = 0 for i 6= j.

� The ost C

i

of a repair ation does not depend on the performane of previous

ations.

If these assumptions hold, then ef (A

j

) � ef (A

i

) implies that ef (A

j

j") � ef (A

i

j"),

where " is simple evidene (not inluding A

i

and A

j

).

Note that we do not assume the repair ations to be perfet. They may fail to �x a

fault whih they are supposed to �x.
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Proof: Let A

m

be an ation whih has failed. We shall alulate P (A

i

= yes jA

m

= no)

(for notational onveniene, we omit mentioning of the urrent evidene). Due to the

single-fault assumption, we have P (A

m

= no jA

i

= yes) = 1. Using Bayes' rule we get

P (A

i

= yes jA

m

= no) =

P (A

m

= no jA

i

= yes)P (A

i

= yes)

P (A

m

= no)

=

P (A

i

= yes)

P (A

m

= no)

:

That is, P (A

m

= no) is a normalizing onstant for the remaining ations, and the

relative order of eÆienies is preserved. 2

The following theorem onludes the onsiderations. The theorem is a slight exten-

sion of similar results by Kalagnanam & Henrion (1990) and Hekerman et al. (1995).

Theorem 1 Let s = hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i be an ation sequene for a troubleshooting prob-

lem ful�lling the onditions in Proposition 2. Assume that s is ordered aording to

dereasing initial eÆienies. Then s is an optimal ation sequene and

ECR(s) =

n

X

i=1

C

i

0

�

1�

i�1

X

j=1

p

j

1

A

: (5)

Proof: From the proof of Proposition 2, we have that the relative order of the eÆienies

of the ations are preserved. For any ation sequene s

0

whih is not ordered aording to

ef(A

i

) there will be a j so that ef(A

j

) < ef(A

j+1

) and therefore ef(A

j

j"

j

) < ef(A

j+1

j"

j

).

Hene s

0

an be improved by swapping A

j

and A

j+1

. From the de�nition we have

ECR(s) =

n

X

i=1

C

i

P ("

i

):

Due to the single fault assumption we have P ("

i

) = 1�

P

i�1

j=1

p

j

. 2

2.3 Call servie

The ation all servie (CS) will always solve the problem. The ost of CS is not the

unknown prie of �xing the devie, but the possible overhead of having outsiders �xing

a problem you ould have �xed yourself. The eÆieny of CS is 1=C

CS

no matter the

set of ations performed so far.

Let s = hA

1

; : : : ; A

n

i be an optimal ation sequene resulting from a situation meet-

ing the assumptions in Proposition 2. It may be so that the sequene should be broken

before A

n

and servie is alled. Aording to Proposition 1, CS shall only be performed

after an ation of higher eÆieny. In SACSO we suggest the CS ation as soon as it

has maximal eÆieny. However, this is not guaranteed to be optimal. The question of

�nding an optimal ation sequene inluding CS is of higher ombinatorial omplexity.

Instead of looking for a sequening of ations eah of whih must eventually be performed

if the other ations fail, we shall now look for a subset of ations and a sequening of

them. We shall not go further into this problem.
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2.4 Questions

The outome of a question may shed light on any of the possible faults, or it may be

foused on a partiular fault.

The troubleshooting task is to interleave ations and questions suh that the expeted

ost is minimal. To do so, we need to analyze the value of answers to questions.

Imagine that we are in the middle of a troubleshooting sequene; we have so far

gained the evidene ", and now we have the option to ask the question Q with ost C

Q

.

For simpliity, we assume that Q has only two outomes, \yes" and \no". Assume that

no matter the outome of Q, we are able to alulate the minimal expeted ost of

repair for the remaining sequene. So let ECR be the minimal expeted ost if Q is not

performed, and let ECR

Q=yes

and ECR

Q=no

denote the same for the outomes \yes"

and \no", respetively.

Then the value of observing Q is

V (Q) = ECR�

�

P (Q = yes j")ECR

Q=yes

+ P (Q = no j")ECR

Q=no

�

; (6)

and Q is performed if and only if V (Q) > C

Q

.

In order to determine whether or not to ask a question prior to an ation, we have to

analyze all possible sueeding sequenes, and if there are several ations and questions,

it is in general intratable: in the future we will also have question options to interleave.

A workable approximation is the myopi strategy : assume at any stage of trou-

bleshooting that we allow questions to be asked, but in the future we allow only repair

ations. In that ase, the task redues to alulating expeted osts given the various

outomes of the possible questions, and the approahes from the previous setion an

be used.

2.5 Strategy trees

When questions are part of the troubleshooting, then a troubleshooting strategy is a

tree rather than a sequene. To emphasize this fat, we shall sometimes refer to suh a

strategy as a strategy tree. Figure 2 provides an example of a strategy tree.

There are two types of nodes in a strategy tree | hane nodes and terminal nodes.

Chane nodes are displayed as irles, and they are labeled with troubleshooting steps

(ations or questions). Edges are labeled with outomes of the steps, and we let L(")

denote the funtion yielding labels to edges, ". Terminals are diamond shaped, and they

indiate that the devie has been repaired. The set of terminal nodes of a strategy tree

s is denoted L(s).

Let path(n) be the sequene of edges onstituting a path from the root node to node

n in a strategy tree. Then "

n

=

S

"2path(n)

L(") de�nes the evidene orresponding to the

already performed ations and questions. Furthermore, let P ("

n

) denote the probability

of evidene "

n

, i.e., the probability of getting to node n from the root node. Finally, let

t(n) denote the total ost of ations and questions in the path from the root node to

node n. For example, in Figure 2, the evidene orresponding to node d labeled by A

2
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b d f

h j l

a

 e g

i k m

Q

1

A

1

A

2

CS

A

2

A

1

CS

Q

1

= no

Q

1

= yes

A

1

= yes A

2

= yes CS = yes

A

2

= yes A

1

= yes CS = yes

A

1

= no A

2

= no

A

2

= no A

1

= no

Figure 2: A strategy tree.

is Q

1

= no, A

1

= no, the probability of getting there is P (Q

1

= no; A

1

= no), and the

total ost of getting there is C

Q

1

+C

A

1

.

Next, we extend the de�nition of expeted ost of repair to strategy trees.

De�nition 3 The expeted ost of repair of troubleshooting strategy s is de�ned as

ECR(s) =

X

`2L(s)

P ("

`

) � t(`): 2

The goal of the troubleshooting task is to �nd a troubleshooting strategy that min-

imizes the expeted ost of repair among of all possible strategies.

2.6 Complexity of troubleshooting

The searh for an optimal deision-theoreti troubleshooting strategy has appeared to

be an NP-omplete problem.

Theorem 2 Given a troubleshooting problem with dependent ations, the single-fault

assumption, and a onstant K 2 R

+

, determining if there exists a troubleshooting

sequene s with ECR(s) � K is an NP-omplete problem.

Proof: The idea of the proof is to redue the problem to the Exat over by 3-sets (see

Sohorov�a & Vomlel (2000) for details). 2

Similar theorems may be proven for questions (even with independent ations) and

dependent osts (even with independent ations and without questions).
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Sine we deal with an NP-omplete problem we must resort to eÆient heuristis

to solve the problem within reasonable time. These heuristi methods are desribed in

Setion 4. First, however, we desribe the models used for troubleshooting in the printing

domain that motivated the development of the SACSO troubleshooting approah.

3 Printing system models

The SACSO printing diagnosis system onsists of many separate Bayesian networks eah

modeling a printing error. If error onditions overlap and annot easily be separated,

they have to be represented in the same model. In printer systems there are the following

types of error onditions:

� Dataow models | these models over problems where the ustomer does not get

any output from the printer, or orrupted output from the printer when attempting

to print. These errors an be aused by any of the omponents in the ow from

appliation to printer that the print job passes through. Skaanning et al. (1998)

have desribed these in detail.

� Error odes | these models handle all types of error odes that an appear on the

ontrol panel of the printer. Skaanning et al. (1998) have desribed this ategory

in detail.

� Unexpeted output | these models handle all ategories of unexpeted output

that an our on the printer, e.g., job not duplexed or spots, stripes, or banding

on the paper.

� Misellaneous | these models handle misellaneous erroneous behavior of the

printer not overed by the above three, suh as noise from the printer engine, slow

printing, problems with bi-diretional ommuniation, et.

These error ategories are related in the way that all error types an result in a general

printer problem, and \Dataow problems" an ause the three other error types.

Eah of the SACSO models inludes a ause variable that de�nes the probability

distribution over the auses of the error ondition. The auses are modeled as the states

of this variable. All ations and questions that an be posed in the troubleshooting

proess are represented as hildren of the ause variable. An example is shown in

Figure 3. The bene�t of this na��ve Bayes struture is that all ations and questions are

independent given the auses. This an be exploited in the algorithms for �nding the

best next step, as shown in Setion 4.

3.1 The unexpeted-output models

The unexpeted-output models represent all the situations where the ustomer does

not get the expeted output. This is usually due to settings not set orretly, or mal-

funtioning printer parts. Figure 4 shows an example Bayesian network model for an
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Ation 1 Ation 2 Ation 3 Question 1 Question 2

Cause node

(auses as states)

Cause

1

.

.

.

Cause

N

Figure 3: An example of the very simple Bayesian network struture used for trou-

bleshooters.

unexpeted output ategory, Spots. To enfore the single fault assumption the auses

of this network are internally ollapsed to a single node suh as in Figure 3.

The ustomer may experiene spots on the paper for some of the following reasons:

� The toner artridge is malfuntioning either beause it is defetive or improperly

seated.

� The used media has the wrong spei�ations.

� The environmental onditions of the printer may be out of spei�ation, e.g., too

humid, warm, et.

� The transfer roller is malfuntioning either beause it is defetive, not seated

orretly, or dirty.

� The power hord of the printer is not earth grounded.

3.2 The troubleshooting layer

The Bayesian network model pitured in Figure 4 is not suÆient for troubleshooting as

it only ontains information about the possible auses for the various problems with the

printer. They ontain no information on ations that an be used to resolve the problem

at hand or gather information that an be used to speed up the troubleshooting. In this

setion, it will be desribed how variables representing information like this an be added

to the strutures presented in the previous setions.

We basially represent two types of troubleshooting steps; namely questions (inlud-

ing tests), whih provide general information that an hange the optimal sequene of

troubleshooting steps, and ations, whih an solve the problem.

In Figure 5, some troubleshooting ations and questions have been added to the

model for the \HP MIO1 not ready" error ode. The experts listed the ations and
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Toner artridge

PM kit needed

Fuser

Media out of spe

Other problem

Environmental

onditions

Transfer roller

Paper path dirty

Printer not

earth grounded

Spots

Defetive toner

artridge

Toner artridge

improperly seated

Fuser not seated

Defetive fuser

Dirty fuser

Temporary

problem
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Figure 4: An example of a Bayesian network model of the Spots ategory of unexpeted

output.
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questions that they would usually perform when troubleshooting this error ode over

the telephone.

For eah ation it was determined whih auses it ould �x:

� Removing the network / IO able an solve the problem if the network is the ause.

� Troubleshooting the entire dataow an also solve the problem if the network is the

ause. This ation orresponds to the entire dataow and all its troubleshooting

steps.

� Waiting 5 minutes for initialization an solve the problem if the ustomer did not

wait long enough.

� Cyling power an solve temporary problems and some intermittent. Even though

intermittent problems are not really solved, this is the way it will look to the

ustomer.

For eah ause, �xable by an ation, the printer experts have given a probability

that the ation would �x the ause, along with the ost of performing the ation. The

ost is based on 4 measures: the time it takes to perform the ation, the risk of breaking

something else while performing the ation, themoney involved in performing the ation,

and a potential insult by suggesting the ation (e.g., hek whether the power is on).

These 4 fators are weighed and ombined into a single �gure.

3.3 An example run

Below, we have listed the steps generated by a troubleshooting tool alled BATS Trou-

bleshooter (see Setion 4.3) in the presene of the error ode \HP MIO1 not ready".

Assuming that a defetive MIO ard is the ause of the problem, the troubleshooter will

guide the ustomer through the following ations and questions.

1. Question: Did you wait 5 minutes for initialization? This question is given �rst

to rule out the possibility that there is no problem at all. If the ustomer answers

\no", he will be told to wait 5 minutes for proper initialization. As this does not

solve the problem, the system ontinues.

2. Test: Move MIO ard to another slot in the printer and try printing. This ation

tests whether there is a printer hardware problem with a broken MIO ard slot.

It does not solve the problem, and the system ontinues.

3. Repair ation: Remove network / IO able. This ation an rule out a relatively

likely ause (17%) with a very low ost (1 minute). It does not solve the problem,

and the system ontinues.

4. Repair ation: Ensure that the MIO ard is supported by the printer. This will

rule out situations where the ustomer is using a third party ard or a ard whih is

out of spei�ations. As the ard is within spei�ations, the system will ontinue.
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Figure 5: An error ode model with added troubleshooting ations (retangular shaped)

and questions (diamond shaped).
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5. Test:

(a) Try another supported MIO ard. This test an help ruling out one of the

most likely auses, defetive ard (47%). It does solve the problem, but the

system annot say for sure whether it was beause the original ard was seated

improperly, is a third party produt, is out of spei�ation, is defetive, has

orrupt NVRAM, or has orrupt or out of date �rmware.

(b) Reinsert the old ard and test whether printing works now. This heks if

the new ard works beause the old ard was not seated properly. Sine the

old ard is defetive, it will obviously still not work.

The troubleshooter �nally onludes that the MIO ard is defetive after ruling out

the possibility of the ard being seated improperly.

4 The SACSO troubleshooting approah

This setion desribes the SACSO approah to troubleshooting, and a tool implement-

ing the approah is briey desribed. We also ompare the troubleshooting strategies

obtained from the tool (and variants of it) with optimum troubleshooting strategies.

At any time in the troubleshooting proess we wish to selet the next step on the

basis of the information gathered so far. Whenever a step has been performed and

information from that step has been inluded, the same proedure for seleting the next

step is repeated based on the updated information.

The basi idea behind seleting the next step is to ompare the expeted result of

performing the repair ation of highest eÆieny with the expeted result of asking a

question (or performing a test). Our approah to evaluating the expeted result of tests

and questions is based on the following idea.

Assume, for example, that the fault is that the user has not installed a printer driver.

Then the answer \no" to the question \Is there a printer driver installed?" will end the

troubleshooting sequene. The rest will be instrutions on how to get an appropriate

driver and how to install it. Therefore, a question without any ability to �x the problem

has a value. Entropy ould be used as a measure of how foused the probability mass is.

However, we have taken another approah in SACSO: if some answer q to question Q

will identify the fault with almost ertainty, then the value, V

Q

, of asking Q is P (Q = q).

Mathematially, we alulate

P

Q

(") = max

i

max

q

P (f

i

jQ = q; ") � P (f

i

j")

1� P (f

i

j")

:

The \good" answer is denoted q

G

. If P

Q

(") exeeds a prede�ned threshold, V

Q

is set

to P

Q

(") � P (q

G

); otherwise it is set to zero. If there are several good answers, the

orresponding values are added.
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We extend De�nition 3 and de�ne the urrent expeted ost of repair of a trou-

bleshooting strategy s, given evidene " ompiled so far, as

ECR(s j") =

X

`2L(s)

P ("

`

j") � t(`):

When s is lear from the ontext, we shall use ECR(") as an abbreviation for ECR(s j").

Let hS

1

; : : : ; S

n

i be the sequene of troubleshooting steps ordered aording to the

urrent eÆienies. As the assumptions in Proposition 2 are not met, it would be mis-

leading to use Formula 5. Instead, we are fored to use De�nition 1, and the alulation

of ECR requires probability updating for eah step in the sequene. Questions (and

tests) are inluded in the sequene if their P

Q

(") is beyond a threshold lose to 1 and

if

P

Q

(")�P (q

G

)

C

Q

is maximal. When alulating ECR for a sequene ontaining a question,

\the ation has failed" means \Q 6= q

G

". That is, Q 6= q

G

is inserted as evidene and

used for the steps following Q.

We determine the troubleshooting step, A, of highest eÆieny and alulate ECR(")

as desribed above. Before atually performing A, we perform a two-step look-ahead

analysis. Namely, we analyze whether a question should be asked.

For any question (and test) Q, we do the following. To determine the e�et of asking

Q, the expeted ost of repair ECR(";Q = q) for eah answer q is determined, and we

alulate

ECR

Q

(") = C

Q

+

X

q

ECR(";Q = q)P (Q = q j"): (7)

If ECR

Q

(") < ECR("), the question Q should be asked. However, the omparison is

biased. Unless Q is a question whih might identify a ause, ECR(") does not take Q

into onsideration, and we have in fat analyzed the hoie of asking Q now or never.

Therefore, before it is deided to ask Q, it is analyzed whether it may be even better to

ask Q after A has been performed:

ECR

A;Q

(") = C

A

+ ECR

Q

(";A = n)P (A = n j"):

If ECR

A;Q

(") < ECR

Q

("), the question is not asked, and if this holds for all Q with

ECR

Q

(") < ECR("), A is performed. Note that the alulation of ECR

A;Q

(") requires

an entire new analysis. Notie also, that in ase A fails, then a renewed analysis is

performed.

4.1 Logial onstraints and deferred ations

There are various onstraints on the sequening of the ations. For example, if the

step \Reseat MIO Card" has been performed, the question \Is the MIO Card prop-

erly seated?" should not be asked. Some of these onstraints are not onsequenes of

the probabilities in the models. Therefore, the system keeps speial aount of these

onstraints, and it ensures that they are always met in the analysis of ECR and when

proposing steps.
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To improve the exibility of the system, the user has the option of deferring a

proposed ation. A deferred ation is still one of the options under onsideration later

unless the user requests for its removal.

4.2 Persistene and multiple faults

Often, a troubleshooting step hanges the on�guration of the system, and therefore the

question of persistene is relevant: is the information aquired still valid? If not, and if

the information is not updated, the system may go wild or into blind alleys. The printing

system appliation was analyzed with respet to non-persistene, and it was onluded

that this was not a problem. Atually, there are ations that hange the on�guration

of the system. However, these ations either return the system to its original state upon

failure, or modify omponents that will not be referred to and have an e�et on the

system later in the sequene.

The modeling and the sequening method rely heavily on the single-fault assumption.

If there are multiple faults, the proposed sequene will eventually �x them; perhaps at an

unneessarily high prie. In partiular, non-persistene may be a real problem in ase of

multiple faults, as eah suessful repair ation de�nitely hanges the on�guration of the

system, and maybe even eliminates several faults. So, after eah suessful repair ation,

one may be fored to disard all previous evidene before ontinuing the troubleshooting.

4.3 BATS Troubleshooter

In this setion we briey desribe BATS

1

Troubleshooter, whih implements the SACSO

troubleshooting approah desribed above.

Figure 6 shows a sreenshot of BATS Troubleshooter. The troubleshooter guides the

user through a good troubleshooting sequene to resolve the error ondition that he is

urrently experiening. The graphial user interfae allows the experiened user to trak

the omputations of the algorithms for �nding the best next step. The troubleshooter

an suggest repair ations that may solve the problem, or questions about the printing

system.

The user interfae shows the urrently suggested steps, and waits until the user

provides the result to the step (whether an ation solved the problem or not, or the

answer to a question). The urrently suggested error ondition is light print | a ommon

problem on printers. The problem of light print has both hardware and software auses,

and some of the �rst troubleshooting steps seleted by the diagnosti engine attempt

to deide whether the ause is in the hardware or software setion, e.g., \Is the printer

on�guration page printed light?".

The troubleshooter ontinuously displays a list of auses sorted wrt. their probabil-

ities, a list of troubleshooting steps sorted wrt. their eÆienies, and a list of questions

(and tests) sorted wrt. ECR

Q

(see (7)).

The user interfae of BATS Troubleshooter also supports more advaned features

suh as foring ertain steps to be asked immediately, going bak and forward in the

1

Bayesian Automated Troubleshooting System.
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Figure 6: A sreenshot of BATS Troubleshooter.

history, saving and loading restartable history �les, logging XML format history �les,

et. Skaanning et al. (2000) have desribed in detail the algorithms behind the seletion

of steps in BATS Troubleshooter.

4.4 Comparison of the SACSO approah with optimal strategies

As troubleshooting in general is NP-hard we have to use approximate methods. The

spae of possible troubleshooting strategies an be represented as a deision tree. There

are basially two approahes for alulating approximate strategies: to perform a tree

searh using heuristis to prune the tree or to rely on a loal omputation whenever a new

troubleshooting step has to be hosen. As the �rst approah requires a representation of

the entire strategy (or frequent realulations of it) we have hosen the latter approah

in SACSO. In this setion we ompare the strategies provided by the SACSO method

with the optimal strategies.

For omparison we have hosen a set of models of a size for whih it was tratable to

determine an optimal strategy. The optimal strategy was determined through a branh

& bound algorithm. The branh & bound algorithm uses at eah point a lower bound

of the ECR for the remaining troubleshooting strategy.

De�nition 4 Let F be the set of all possible auses of the problem and for every F 2 F

let the strategy s

F

denote an optimal strategy given F = yes. We de�ne a lower bound

of the ECR as

ECR =

X

F2F

P (F = yes) � ECR(s

F

): 2
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Sohorov�a & Vomlel (2000) disuss in detail the properties of ECR. The omputation

of ECR(s

F

) is usually quite easy. If it holds that the suess probabilities for the var-

ious ations are independent and if we have independent osts, an optimal sequene is

ahieved by ordering the ations aording to dereasing eÆieny. Under all irum-

stanes, for the models we are working with, the set of ations addressing the same fault

is very small.

Our implementation of the branh & bound algorithm performs depth �rst searh

with pruning. Suppose that the algorithm gets to a node orresponding to evidene "

ompiled so far, where ECR

0

(") | the lowest value of ECR from all subtrees passed

through | is stored. Further, suppose that the step, S, under onsideration has out-

omes s

1

; : : : ; s

q

; : : : ; s

r

and that, for evidene "

i

= " [ fS = s

i

g,

� the optimal value of ECR("

i

) is already known for i = 1; : : : ; q and

� the value of ECR("

i

) is omputed for i = q + 1; : : : ; r.

The pruning of subtrees orresponding to strategies starting with troubleshooting step

S is performed as soon as we are sure that these strategies annot be better than the

urrent lowest one, i.e., when

ECR

0

(") � C

S

+

q

X

i=1

P (S = s

i

j") � ECR("

i

) +

r

X

i=q+1

P (S = s

i

j") � ECR("

i

):

Sine the funtion ECR provides lower bounds of the optimal ECR, the optimal strategy

annot be missed.

4.5 Results

We have ompared the strategies provided by the methods listed in Table 1. SACSO-

A and SACSO-B di�er on the riteria for seleting the next step, and SACSO is a

ombination of the two. The omparison is performed for 9 of the SACSO models for

troubleshooting laser printers.

Table 2 summarizes the omparisons (details are provided by Vomlel (2000)). The

last row of Table 2 summarizes the omparison as the average relative deviation from

the optimal strategy. This shows that the troubleshooting strategies suggested by the

SACSO approah are very lose to optimal strategies, although the omputational om-

plexity of the SACSO approah is orders of magnitude lower than that of an optimal

algorithm.

5 Validation

Validation of troubleshooters based on Bayesian networks poses a potential bottlenek.

The system desribed here allows a number of sequenes ful�lling various riteria from

the troubleshooting models to be generated with the so-alled ase generator. These

sequenes an then be evaluated with the so-alled ase evaluator. If a suÆient number
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Label Approah

OPTIM Optimal strategy minimizing ECR

SACSO SACSO approah

SACSO-A restrited SACSO approah where questions are se-

leted based on P

Q

only

SACSO-B restrited SACSO approah where questions are se-

leted based on ECR

Q

only

P/C The sequene of ations ordered aording to step by

step updated p=C-ratio

Table 1: Troubleshooting approahes.

# ations # obs. OPTIM SACSO SACSO-A SACSO-B P/C

6 2 433:24 442:39 444:54 442:39 444:54

9 3 129:21 129:21 129:21 129:21 155:10

11 3 106:20 112:35 113:36 108:07 116:80

12 3 38:38 38:42 38:42 40:01 43:05

13 4 124:32 124:37 298:09 125:56 300:85

14 4 115:41 115:86 232:05 115:86 236:58

9 9 70:67 75:03 119:28 77:67 121:10

16 5 161:38 162:25 286:75 162:25 286:75

10 10 250:45 253:31 352:31 256:96 479:96

Av. rel. dev. from opt. 1:81% 48:60% 2:51% 59:16%

Table 2: Comparison of values of ECR.
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of these sequenes are aepted, the model has an aeptable level of quality. If not, the

model must be revised.

The validation method allows the generation of sequenes in two di�erent ways, (i)

random sequenes an be generated using the probabilities in the model, (ii) speial

sequenes an be generated ful�lling various riteria suh as sequenes with the largest

number of steps, sequenes with the highest total ost, sequenes ending with \all

servie", et.

5.1 The ase generator

Generation of random sequenes is performed utilizing two diagnosti engines that are

being exeuted in tandem, one with knowledge of the randomly hosen ause used to

generate answers for steps (Engine 2 in Figure 7) and one with no knowledge used to

suggest the sequene of steps (Engine 1).

Figure 7 illustrates the proess followed to generate a sequene of random steps based

on the probabilities of the model. In the left-hand side of Figure 7, the proess of the

diagnosti Engine 1 is shown, and the proess of the diagnosti Engine 2 is shown in the

right-hand side. The ow of ontrol is illustrated by the arrows.

The ase generator an also traverse the possible sequenes and feth the sequenes

with the highest number of steps or those with the highest total ost. Traversing all

possible sequenes may be infeasible, in whih ase the ase generator an be stopped

one a suÆient number of sequenes have been traversed.

5.2 The ase evaluator

For a quik overview, the ase evaluator an provide a set of random sequenes for eah

ause. When onfronted with a sequene, the expert may aept it or disard it with a

omment explaining what should be modi�ed in the model. So far, modi�ations have to

be performed manually, and it is an issue for further researh to ome up with eÆient

methods for automati onservative re�nement: how to hange parameters without

altering the aepted sequenes.

If the random sets provided by the ase generator are aeptable, the expert an

start a more systemati evaluation by requesting \unfavorable" sequenes. That may,

for example, be lengthy sequenes, ostly sequenes, sequenes with high overhead or

onfusing sequenes.

6 Further researh

One type of tasks for further researh involves relaxation of the assumptions listed in

Setion 2. Although the troubleshooting task is NP-omplete under relaxed onditions,

it is still important to �nd eÆient heuristis whih have good hanes of providing lose-

to-optimal sequenes. Certainly, diagnosing multiple faults is important, but there are

other equally important tasks. For man-made devies one often meets the onditional

ost problem: When �xing or inspeting a ertain part one has dismantled the devie
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Figure 7: The ow of simulating random ases utilizing two diagnosti engines with and

without knowledge of the true ause.
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and before putting it together one may just as well perform other troubleshooting steps.

Also, dependent ations (see Figure 1) is often seen.

Another type of researh tasks has to do with quality of the model. Examples are

onservative re�nement (see Setion 5), sensitivity analysis, learning, and adaptation.

For the printer system it turned out that persistene was not a problem, but this does

not hold in general: when a part of a system has been hanged or reinstalled, how muh

of the previous evidene is then still valid?
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